
	

	

VIENNA YOUTH SOCCER

	

Coach: Stephen Bird   

Week: Six  

 

Team: U5 House League   

Topic: Toy Story Week  

Game One Work: 10-12 Mins Rest: 1 Min 

Bullseye- Fast (Kids shout “Yee Haa” 
Ham (Pig)- Roll the ball with your feet (pigs don’t have toes)  
Rex (Dinosaur)- On tiptoes, making dinosaur noises on every touch 
Buzz- Foot on ball and shout “to infinity and beyond”  
Sergeant- Toe Taps on the ball (marching)  
Slinky (Dog)- Tap the ball from side to side 
Rocky Gilbratar- Players show their muscles  
Andy is coming- Kids have to freeze like a statue (coach walks around/test them) 

Organization: Boys put on imaginary ‘Woody’ cowboy hats on. Girls put on ‘Jessies’ cowgirl hats on before they start.  

	

Game	Two Reps: Work: 10-12 Mins Rest: 1 Min 

‘Mr and Mrs Potato Head Game’ 
 
Players dribble around the area. When coach shouts a body part for e.g. head, 
players must their head on the ball.  
 
Progression- Say two or three body parts to make it harder.  

Organization: Same area as the first game.  
	

Organization: Setup the area in the middle when the kids are getting a drink. Play two or three games.  

	

Game Three 	 Reps: Work: 10-12 Mins Rest: 1 Min 

Woody and Bullseye: Defender(s) are riding around trying to catch the aliens 
(soccer players) with their laces (soccer ball – shoot the soccer ball at the 
players, below the knee). If caught the aliens must go back into the claw 
vending machine (coned circle in the middle of the field). The aliens can be 
saved by the claw (“high-five” from teammate), and run away from Woody and 
Bullseye. Woody and Bullseye try to catch all the Aliens.  

Organization: Make sure the players understand on how to beat Zorg. Finish off with goals.  

	

Game	Four	 Reps:	Work: 10-12 Mins Rest: 1 Min 

Defeat ‘Evil Emperor Zorg’.  
 
Coach is Zorg and moves around like a robot. Players attempt to kick their ball 
against Zorg. If Zorg gets hit he loses his arm and repeats until Zorg is crawling 
on the floor.  
 
Progression- Zorg has a ball and attempts to hit the players.  
 

A Lifetime of Soccer 

	

	

	


